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Illumination stress (IS) and negative bias under illumination stress (NBIS) cause considerable device instability in 20

thin-film transistors based on amorphous In–Ga–Zn–O (a-IGZO). Models using in-gap states are suggested to explain 21

device instability. Therefore, to provide reliably their density of states (DOS), this study investigated the valence 22

band, conduction band, and in-gap states of an a-IGZO thin film. The DOS of in-gap states was directly determined 23

in a dynamic range of six orders of magnitude through constant final state yield spectroscopy (CFS-YS) using low- 24

energy and low-flux photons. Furthermore, light irradiation irreversibly induced extra in-gap states near the Fermi 25

level and shifted the Fermi level to the vacuum level side, which should be related to the device instability due to IS and 26

NBIS. Hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy and ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation 27

observed the large DOS of in-gap states near the Fermi level as in previous works. Here, we reveal that they are not 28

intrinsic electronic states of undamaged a-IGZO, but induced by the intense measurement light of synchrotron radiation. 29

This study demonstrates that CFS-YS is useful for determining the reliable DOS of the in-gap states for samples that 30

are sensitive to light irradiation. The absorption spectrum measured through photothermal deflection spectroscopy is 31

interpreted based on DOS directly determined via photoemission spectroscopies. This indicates that the lineshape in 32

the energy region below the region assigned to the Urbach tail in previous works actually roughly reflects the DOS of 33

occupied in-gap states. 34

I. INTRODUCTION 35

Transparent amorphous oxide semiconductors exhibit ex- 36

cellent potential for use as materials for transparent electronic 37

devices. In particular, amorphous In–Ga–Zn–O4 (a-IGZO) 38

is preferred in thin-film transistors (TFTs) in flat-panel dis- 39

plays over conventional amorphous Si-based TFTs. However, 40

a-IGZO TFTs exhibit stability issues due to bias stress and il- 41

lumination stress (IS). Specifically, IS and negative bias under 42

illumination stress (NBIS) causes the transfer curve of TFTs 43

to shift to the lower voltage side1–5, which is irreversible1,4
44

and requires annealing for recovering the performance1. 45

Several models have been proposed for understanding 46

the instabilities due to IS and/or NBIS. In the hole-trap 47

model3,6–8, holes generated by light irradiation drift to the in- 48

terface between channel and insulator by negative bias and 49

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed:
r.nakazawa19@chiba-u.jp

they are trapped in the occupied in-gap states. In the oxy- 50

gen vacancy ionization model (OVI)1–3,6,9–13, oxygen vacan- 51

cies (VO), which are the occupied in-gap states, are ionized 52

by light irradiation to induce metastable donor states (V0
O → 53

V2+
O +2e−). In the metastable peroxide defect model9,12,14–17, 54

holes produced by light irradiation react with the occupied 55

in-gap states. Along with the O–O bond formation, perox- 56

ide defect ((O–O)2−) provides electrons to the conduction 57

band (CB) acting as the metastable state (O2− + O2− + 2h+ 58

+ 2e− → (O–O)2− + 2e−). NBIS mechanism is yet to be 59

detailed comprehensively. The occupied in-gap states and 60

metastable states are critical for understanding the device in- 61

stability mechanism due to NBIS. 62

Although numerous studies have focused on evaluating in- 63

gap states18,19, directly evaluating the DOS of in-gap states 64

experimentally is not easy. Typically, the DOS of in-gap states 65

is deduced through electric measurements5,9,11,17,20–34. How- 66

ever, electric measurements are indirect methods because the 67

DOS curve is obtained by assuming some models to analyze 68

electrical characteristics. 69

Optical absorption measurement is also used to evaluate the 70
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DOS of occupied in-gap states23,35. An exponential decay re-1

gion, so-called Urbach tail36 (α(hν) ∝ exp(E/Eu)), typically2

exists below the optical absorption edge in an optical absorp-3

tion spectrum. Here, Urbach energy (Eu), the slope param-4

eter of the Urbach tail, is typically substituted for the slope5

parameter of the occupied tail states (E0v of the DOS(E) ∝6

exp(E/E0v)) under the assumption that the energy width of7

empty tail states is considerably smaller than that of occupied8

tail states23. In principle, the absorption coefficient (α) is ex-9

pressed as follows37,38:10

α(hν) ∝ hν

∫
|Mfi|2Di(E)Df(E −hν)dE. (1)

Here, |Mfi|2 is the transition matrix element from initial to fi-11

nal states, |Mfi|2 = |⟨ψf |r |ψi⟩|2. ψf, ψi, and r are the initial12

wave function, the final wave function, and the position vec-13

tor, respectively. Di and Df are the initial (occupied) and final14

(empty) DOS, respectively. Note that α is not proportional15

to Di but the convolution of Di and Df (joint DOS). The Ur-16

bach region is a mixture of transitions from the valence band17

(VB) to empty in-gap states and occupied in-gap states to the18

CB. Furthermore, substituting Eu for E0v needs the assump-19

tion that |Mfi|2 is constant. A first-principle calculation re-20

vealed that the DOS near valence band maximum (VBM) is21

mostly composed of the partial density of states (PDOS) of22

O states and DOS near conduction band minimum (CBM) is23

composed of PDOS of O and In states39. Because the wave24

functions of initial and final states differ considerably, |Mfi|225

can not be a constant near the optical band gap. Therefore,26

verifying whether Eu can be substituted for E0v is necessary.27

Although photoemission spectroscopy (PES) has been ap-28

plied to observe the occupied DOS for various materials di-29

rectly, the case of an a-IGZO film has some challenges. The30

effect of photoionization cross-section is the first challenge.31

Recently, hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES)32

has been used to clarify the VB and occupied in-gap states33

of a-IGZO41–47 because the bulk electronic structure includ-34

ing the occupied in-gap states is observed by using the syn-35

chrotron radiation (SR) light source of high photon energy36

for long probing depth48. According to the calculation from37

Yeh et al.40, the photoionization cross-section of heavy metal38

states such as the In 5s state is considerably larger than that39

of O 2p state in the hard X-ray region (Tab. I). Therefore,40

the contribution of the O 2p state, which is the primary com-41

ponent of the VB, should be underestimated in HAXPES. By42

contrast, ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) can be43

used to detect the O 2p state because of the high photoioniza-44

TABLE I. Photoionization cross-section in UV and Hard X-ray pho-
tons calculated by Yeh et al.40

Photoionization cross-section (in Mb = 106 barn)
State UV (16.7 eV) UV (26.8 eV) Hard x-ray (8047 eV)
O 2p 10 9.8 3.8×10−7

Zn 3d 4.4 4.7×10−6

Ga 4s 1.7×10−3 1.2×10−1 3.4×10−5

In 5s 8.8×10−3 1.2×10−1 5.3×10−5

tion cross-section in the UV region. Therefore, to elucidate45

electronic states, combining both methods is necessary.46

Second, the excitation light in PESs may damage the a-47

IGZO film because a-IGZO can be easily degraded by light48

irradiation as the a-IGZO TFTs instabilities with NBIS and IS.49

Nomura et al. suggested that the high-energy photons by syn-50

chrotron radiation (SR) in HAXPES create large metastable51

states near Fermi level (EF)41. These states are called near-52

CBM states41. To reveal a reliable DOS of the a-IGZO film,53

checking whether PES measurements such as HAXPES and54

UPS induce photo-degradation of a-IGZO electronic states is55

critical.56

The methods that directly observe the changing electronic57

states during NBIS and/or IS have been limited. For exam-58

ple, Mativenga et al. suggested device instability due to NBIS59

results from metastable donors in the OVI model1. However,60

metastable donors were not directly observed by X-ray pho-61

toemission spectroscopy. Studies have discussed the corre-62

lation between TFTs characteristics and the DOS of in-gap63

states estimated from indirect methods5,11,17,34. Thus, a novel64

method is required to directly observe the changing DOS of65

in-gap states due to light irradiation.66

Previously, we demonstrated high-sensitivity ultraviolet67

photoemission spectroscopy (HS-UPS) using low-energy68

photons (hν = 8.5–4 eV) to evaluate the DOS of the in-gap69

states of an a-IGZO thin film from the VBM to EF in sensi-70

tivity to detect down to the 1014 cm−3eV−1 level by connect-71

ing the HS-UPS spectra through the constant final state yield72

spectroscopy method (CFS-YS)49. CFS-YS was established73

by Sebastiani et al.50. Recently, CFS-YS has been applied to74

hydrogenated amorphous silicon51,52, halide perovskites53–55,75

and organic semiconductors56. Also, in principle, the prob-76

ing depth of CFS-YS measuring low-energy photoelectrons is77

in the same order as HAXPES48,57. We revealed that E0v de-78

termined by the CFS-YS spectrum differed considerably from79

Eu obtained by photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS),80

which indicated the importance of directly observing the DOS81

of in-gap states. The CFS-YS spectrum did not exhibit any82

special electronic states near EF such as the near-CBM states83

observed by HAXPES in the literature41,42. It is expected that84

the CFS-YS can determine the DOS of occupied in-gap states85

without light irradiation damage because excitation photons86

used in the CFS-YS measurement are low-energy and low-87

photon flux. To clarify this phenomenon, using both methods88

for the same sample is necessary. Furthermore, if CFS-YS89

induced very small sample damage, changes in in-gap states90

due to light irradiation can be directly observed in CFS-YS by91

exposing the a-IGZO thin film to strong light irradiation that92

differs from that of CFS-YS.93

In-gap states have been widely reported in oxides, such as94

ceria58, zirconia59, titania60–63, SnO2
62,64, amorphous zinc-95

tin-oxide65, etc. Furthermore, device instability due to NBIS96

has been widely reported in TFTs based on transparent oxide97

semiconductors, such as Zn–O6, amorphous In–Sn–Zn–O12,98

amorphous In–W–O66, etc. Models using in-gap states have99

been proposed to understand the instability of these devices,100

as in the case of a-IGZO. Therefore, it is important to estab-101

lish a method to directly determine the DOS of in-gap states102
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3

without sample damage of materials that are sensitive to light 1

irradiation. By using the method, observing the change in the 2

DOS of in-gap states due to photo-irradiation will lead to the 3

development of studies about oxides. 4

Since a-IGZO is a n-type semiconductor, the DOS of the 5

CB is crucial to its device performance. So far, conven- 6

tional inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) has been 7

performed67. In the literature, the major onset of the empty 8

states was determined by linear extrapolation of an IPES spec- 9

trum. The onset energy was approximately 1.8 eV away from 10

EF. The tail structure visible in the IPES spectrum extended 11

below this onset, up to EF. This tail structure should be as- 12

cribed to the DOS of the CB edge because the CBM energy 13

of a n-type semiconductor should be located near EF. On the 14

other hand, the tail may be caused by sample damage by ir- 15

radiation of a high kinetic energy electron beam as well as 16

the low energy resolution of IPES. Low-energy IPES (LEIPS) 17

was recently developed to overcome these problems68,69. In 18

this technique, the sample damage is significantly reduced by 19

lowering the electron energy, and the energy resolution is im- 20

proved by a factor of two68,69. Particularly, signal-to-noise 21

ratio is markedly improved, and LEIPS is suitable to examine 22

the DOS of the conduction band edge in this study. 23

In this study, we directly investigated both the occupied 24

and empty electronic states of a-IGZO through HAXPES, HS- 25

UPS using SR (SR-HSUPS), CFS-YS using low-energy pho- 26

tons with low-photon flux, and LEIPS. UPS is useful for de- 27

termining the total DOS of VB because UPS mainly detects 28

the PDOS of O states, which is the main component of VB, 29

due to a large photoionization cross-section. In CFS-YS mea- 30

surement, the DOS of occupied in-gap states was determined 31

in a dynamic range of six orders of magnitude without sample 32

damage. Although HAXPES and SR-HSUPS observed near- 33

CBM states as in the previous study41,42, they are created by 34

intense excitation photons of SR for measurements and should 35

not be interpreted as the intrinsic DOS. Thus, our study pro- 36

vides the reliable DOS landscape of the VB, CB, and occupied 37

in-gap states of a-IGZO by integrating these PES results. Fur- 38

thermore, UPS and CFS-YS measurements directly observed 39

the reduction of the work function and the emergence of the 40

extra in-gap states near EF (near-CBM states) due to the in- 41

tense light irradiation, respectively. The results hint that TFT 42

instabilities due to NBIS and IS should be attributed to the 43

change in in-gap states and the work function due to light irra- 44

diation. In addition to PES measurements, the optical absorp- 45

tion measurement using PDS was performed. The absorption 46

spectrum is interpreted by joint DOS based on the DOS di- 47

rectly determined by PESs. This indicates that the lineshape 48

in the energy region assigned to the Urbach tail in previous 49

works does not reflect the DOS lineshape of occupied in-gap 50

states. The lineshape in the energy region below the region of 51

the Urbach tail roughly reflects it. 52

II. EXPERIMENTAL 53

DC magnetron sputtering (ULVAC; CS200) was used to de- 54

posit a-IGZO thin films (In:Ga:Zn ∼ 1:1:1) on Si wafer (n+) 55

and quartz substrate at a base pressure of 2 × 10−4 Pa. The 56

sputtering pressure was 0.5 Pa, and the partial oxygen pressure 57

was 10 vol.%. After deposition, the films were heat treated at 58

300◦C for 1 h with a hot-air dryer at 23◦C and 50% humidity 59

environment to improve the electron transport. Hall mobil- 60

ity and carrier concentration obtained by Hall effect measure- 61

ment (TOYO Corp.; ResiTest8400) at room temperature were 62

5 cm2V−1s−1 and 1014 cm−3, respectively. 63

HS-UPS measurements using low-energy photons were 64

performed with a home-made system at Chiba University. 65

Here, D2 (Hamamatsu Photonics K. K.; L1836, 150 W) and 66

Xe lamps (Ushio Inc.; UXL-500D, 500 W) were used as light 67

sources (hν = 8.5–3 eV). Their light was monochromatized 68

by a zero-dispersion double monochromator (Bunkoukeiki 69

Co., Ltd.; BIP-M25-GTM) to achieve low stray light (10−9
70

at 632 nm). By eliminating stray light, background levels 71

were reduced to enable UPS measurements with high sensitiv- 72

ity. A photomultiplier tube (Hamatsu Photonics K. K.; R376, 73

R6836) estimated the photon flux to be approximately 107– 74

1011 cm−2s−1. The incidence angle of excitation light was 55◦ 75

from the surface normal. A He lamp (Scienta Omicron, Inc.; 76

HIS13) was used to perform traditional UPS measurement us- 77

ing HeIα light (21.22 eV), which contains a few percent of 78

HeIβ (23.09 eV). Therefore, observing occupied in-gap states 79

is difficult due to the shifted replica of the VB spectrum ex- 80

cited by the HeIβ . UPS measurements using HeI are denoted 81

as HeI-UPS to be distinguished from HS-UPS. Photoelectrons 82

were detected at normal emission using an electrostatic hemi- 83

sphere analyzer (PSP Vacuum Technology Ltd.; RESOLVE 84

120). The instrumental function and EF position were deter- 85

mined by using the Fermi edge of a gold film. The overall 86

energy resolution was approximately 0.25 eV with 21.2 and 87

7.7 eV photons at room temperature. A sample bias voltage 88

of −10 V was applied for all measurements to ensure that the 89

vacuum level of the sample was higher than the vacuum level 90

of the analyzer. The work function was determined from the 91

secondary electron cut-off (SECO) in the HS-UPS spectrum. 92

In CFS-YS measurement, the analyzer measured the count 93

of photoelectrons at a fixed kinetic energy with changing in- 94

cident photon energy. The kinetic energy of measured pho- 95

toelectrons was set to be 0.15 eV to correspond to the SECO 96

peak energy of HS-UPS spectra to improve the signal-to-noise 97

ratio. The photoelectron count was normalized by incident 98

photon flux to obtain the external quantum efficiency of pho- 99

toemission partial yield. Although photoemission partial yield 100

was normalized by incident photon flux and absorptance in 101

literature52 , in this study the count of photoelectrons was not 102

normalized absorptance because it is unknown whether all ab- 103

sorbed photons contribute to the photoelectron partial yield. 104

We simulated absorbance spectra at hν < 6.4 eV by using the 105

measured absorption spectrum in Fig. 6(a) and assuming the 106

probing depth of CFS-YS to be 5 and 20 nm. The measured 107

absorption and calculated absorbance spectra were monotonic 108

functions of hν , and normalizing photoemission partial yield 109

by absorptance had a small effect on the CFS-YS lineshape. 110

The CFS-YS curve distribution, NCFS-YS, can be expressed as 111
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follows49,52:1

NCFS-YS(E) ∝ hν |Mfi|2Di(E). (2)

In this study, the CFS-YS spectrum was normalized by hν2

to determine the Di. If |Mfi|2 could be measured or calcu-3

lated, the CFS-YS spectrum directly reflects Di. Because we4

have no information on |Mfi|2, Di was determined by under5

the assumption that |Mfi|2 was constant. In the case of amor-6

phous Si:H, |Mfi|2 was proportional to (hν)−5 at hν > 3.4 eV7

in a literature70. Even if |Mfi|2 of a-IGZO was proportional8

to (hν)−5, the intensity of the CFS-YS spectrum would only9

change by about one order of magnitude at maximum. So, the10

assumption that |Mfi|2 was constant is not bad.11

The sample was exposed to light irradiation using another12

Xe light source (Asahi Spectra Co., Ltd.; MAX-350) to inves-13

tigate the effect of light irradiation on electronic states. The14

sample was exposed to light irradiation at 4.06 eV or white15

light irradiation (1.9–4.6 eV) by white light of the Xe lamp16

with or without a bandpass filter, respectively. The photon17

flux of the light irradiation at 4.06 eV and white light was es-18

timated to be approximately 1015 cm−2s−1 and 1017 cm−2s−1
19

at the sample position, respectively. This strong light irradi-20

ation was denoted “light irradiation stress” to distinguish it21

from the excitation light of HS-UPS and CFS-YS measure-22

ments. Note that infrared radiation was eliminated to prevent23

sample heating during light irradiation stress. After turning24

off light irradiation stress, CFS-YS measurement was per-25

formed.26

UPS using synchrotron radiation (SR-UPS) was performed27

at BL7U (SAMURAI) in UVSOR71,72. A Wadsworth-type28

monochromator was used to monochromatize SR. To measure29

the VB, the photon energy of the excitation light was set at 2830

eV. When the photon energy of excitation light was 10.5 eV, a31

high-order light cut filter was inserted to achieve highly sensi-32

tive measurements to observe occupied in-gap states, which is33

called “SR-HSUPS”. Photon flux was estimated to be approx-34

imately 1015 cm−2s−1 at hν = 10.5 eV. An electrostatic hemi-35

sphere analyzer (MB Scientific AB; A-1) at normal emission36

was used to analyze the spectra. The energy resolution and37

EF position were determined using the Fermi edge of a gold38

film at room temperature, and the overall energy resolution39

was approximately 0.15 eV.40

HAXPES measurement was performed at BL46XU in41

SPring-873. The incident photon energy was monochroma-42

tized at approximately 7.94 keV. The photoelectrons were de-43

tected at the take-off angle of 80◦ from a surface with an elec-44

trostatic hemisphere analyzer (Scienta Omicron, Inc.; R-400045

L1-10kV). The overall energy resolution was approximately46

0.29 eV at room temperature.47

LEIPS was measured at Chiba University74. In LEIPS mea-48

surement, an electron beam was incident normal to the sam-49

ple surface. The emitted photon was selected by a bandpass50

filter with the center wavelength of 257 nm (Semrock Inc.;51

BrightLine series) and detected with a photomultiplier tube52

(Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.; R585s). We carefully exam-53

ined the optimal sample current. When the current increased54

to 500 nA, we observed large changes in the lineshape of55

LEIPS and low-energy electron transmittance (LEET) spec-56

trum which shifted approximately 0.5 eV to the high energy57

side. When the current was less than 80 nA, the LEIPS spec-58

trum did not change, and the LEET spectrum was shifted by59

only 0.05 eV. Thus, we performed LEIPS measurements at60

80 nA throughout this work. The energy resolution and EF61

position were determined by the Fermi edge of a polycrys-62

talline silver film at room temperature. The energy resolution63

was approximately 0.45 eV, roughly 2–3 times broader than64

that of HAXPES, SR-(HS)UPS, HeI-UPS, and HS-UPS. To65

estimate the “true” DOS, the observed spectrum was decon-66

voluted with the instrumental function through the iterative67

nonlinear deconvolution method75.68

The PDS measurement was performed at University of69

Cambridge. The 50-nm-thick a-IGZO film was prepared on70

a quartz substrate as the sample. Photon absorption by the71

sample was detected as a refractive index gradient in the area72

surrounding the sample surface. By immersing the sample in73

an inert liquid FC-72 Fluorinert (3M Company) with a high74

refractive index change due to temperature, photoabsorption75

can be detected with high-sensitivity. The details were de-76

scribed in a previous study76.77

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION78

A. Valence band electronic states79

Figure 1 displays the VB electronic states measured80

through HAXPES, SR-UPS, HeI-UPS, and CFS-YS. The hor-81

izontal axis is the electron binding energy relative to the Fermi82

level (EF
B). In HAXPES, VBM energy is determined to be at83

EF
B =3.25 eV by linear extrapolation of the spectrum onset.84

The spectrum peaks at approximately 9 and 11 eV. VBM en-85

ergy and lineshape are consistent with previous studies41,42,77.86

In the SR-UPS, the linear extrapolation of the spectrum87

onset revealed that the VBM energy was at EF
B = 3.69 eV.88

This value is overestimated due to the sample damage of in-89

cident excitation photons of SR, which will be described in90

Sec. III E. The SR-UPS spectrum has a long tail at EF
B < 4 eV.91

This tail is not a real electronic state and results from a higher-92

order light. The SR-UPS spectrum differs considerably from93

the HAXPES spectrum: the lineshape peaks at approximately94

5 and 11 eV.95

We compare the lineshapes among HAXPES, SR-UPS, and96

the calculation in the literature39. Considering the photoion-97

ization cross-section (Tab. I), in the SR-UPS spectrum (hν =98

28 eV), the peaks at approximately 5 and 11 eV can be as-99

signed as the PDOS of O and Zn states, respectively. Because100

they are the primary component of the VB, the SR-HSUPS101

spectrum is consistent with the total DOS. On the other hand,102

the HAXPES spectrum (hν = 7.94 keV) does not peak at103

EF
B = 3–6 eV because (i) the PDOS of O states is the primary104

component of the peak of total DOS in the VB top region and105

(ii) the HAXPES excitation cross-section of O is much lower106

than for the other elements. The peak of the HAXPES at ap-107

proximately EF
B = 9 eV is attributed to the PDOS of In and Ga108

states, and the peak of the HAXPES at approximately EF
B = 11109

eV is ascribed to the PDOS of Zn states. Although the previ-110
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12 8 4 0

Binding Energy from EF (eV)

HeI-UPS (21.2 eV)

Total

Zn (x10)

Ga (x10)

 O 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

3.25 eV

3.25 eV

3.69 eV

3.29 eV

In (x10)

SR-UPS (28 eV)

HAXPES (7.94 keV)

Calculation (*)

CFS-YS

FIG. 1. Valence band (VB) electronic states measured through (a)
constant final state yield spectroscopy (CFS-YS, hν < 8.5 eV), (b)
ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy using HeI (HeI-UPS, hν =
21.2 eV), (c) UPS using synchrotron radiation (SR-UPS, hν = 28
eV), (d) hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES, hν =
7.94 keV), and (e) Calculated total density of state (DOS) and partial
DOS (PDOS) in the literature(*)39. Fermi level (EF) is set to 0.0 eV.

ous study ascribed the region at EF
B = 3–10 eV to hybridized 1

O states41, the HAXPES from 3 to 10 eV should be derived 2

from PDOS of In and Ga states. 3

The spectral intensity of HeI-UPS (hν = 21.22 eV) in- 4

creases considerably from 3 eV toward deeper EF
B with the 5

gradual increase in the background. The HeI-UPS clearly ob- 6

serves the VB top region ascribed to the PDOS of O states. 7

The VBM energy is determined to be at EF
B = 3.25 eV by the 8

linear extrapolation of HeI-UPS onset. 9

In the CFS-YS measurement, because the excitation photon 10

energy was limited at hν < 8.5 eV, CFS-YS reveals only DOS 11

around the VB onset region. 12

B. Conduction band electronic states 13

FIG. 2. (a) Conduction band (CB) electronic state measured through
low-energy inverse photoemission spectroscopy (LEIPS) and con-
ventional inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) in the literature
(*)67. EF set to 0.0 eV. (b) Calculated total DOS and PDOS in the
literature(**)39. (c) Expanded figure near EF. The red line denotes
the deconvoluted LEIPS spectrum.

Figure 2(a) displays the CB electronic states measured 14

through LEIPS. The horizontal axis is binding energy rela- 15

tive to EF. LEIPS spectral intensity gradually increases in the 16

negative EF
B region (the region of empty states). The LEIPS 17

intensity near CBM is small, which agrees with the calculated 18

total DOS in the literature39 shown as Fig. 2(b). The IPES 19

spectrum in the literature67 is shifted from the LEIPS spec- 20

trum by around 1 eV. The energy shift of the IPES spectrum 21

should be due to the sample damage of the electron beam. 22

The difference between the IPES and LEIPS measurement is 23
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6

the energy of the detected photon: IPES and LEIPS detect1

photons at hν ∼ 9 eV and hν = 4.82 eV, respectively. The2

work function is determined to be 4.2 eV by LEET measure-3

ments in LEIPS. Thus, the IPES in the literature requires the4

electron beam with Ek > 4.8 eV to examine the empty elec-5

tronic states. On the other hand, LEIPS needs the electron6

beam with Ek > 0.6 eV. Therefore, in principle, LEIPS can7

evaluate CB electronic states by minimizing sample damage.8

To support this, we performed the LEIPS measurement after9

electron beam irradiation at Ek = 5–10 eV for 20 min with10

the current at ∼80 nA. In Fig. 2(a), the LEIPS spectrum after11

electron beam irradiation shows a shift to the EF, indicating12

that the electronic states during the IPES should not be free13

from the sample damage by the electron beam.14

To determine the CBM energy by LEIPS spectrum, the ex-15

panded figure near the EF is displayed as Fig. 2(c). CBM16

energy is determined to be at EF
B =−0.26 eV by linear extrap-17

olation of the LEIPS spectrum onset. We can believe that the18

CBM energy obtained through LEIPS is reasonable compared19

with that determined by IPES in the literature67 with a big tail20

extending to around EF due to the sample damage and low-21

energy resolution. Deconvolution was supplementally per-22

formed to confirm the CBM energy of the LEIPS spectrum.23

The onset energy of the deconvoluted LEIPS spectrum is ap-24

proximately −0.2 eV, supporting the validity of the CBM en-25

ergy obtained from the linear extrapolation of the LEIPS spec-26

trum, EF
B =−0.26 eV. Note that a higher signal-to-noise ratio27

is required to discuss the electronic states of CB in more detail28

by using the LEIPS and deconvoluted LEIPS spectrum.29

Next, the LEIPS spectrum is compared with the calculated30

DOS. The calculated DOS was shifted so that their onset ener-31

gies aligned with the experimental spectrum. The onset region32

of the total DOS consists of the PDOS of O and In states. We33

assume the LEIPS cross-section is proportional to that of the34

photoionization78. Because the photoionization cross-section35

data in the energy detected in the LEIPS measurements (hν36

= 4.82 eV) is not available, we assumed the photoionization37

cross-sections among the elements are similar to those at hν38

= 16.7 eV (Tab. I). If this is the case, the LEIPS spectrum39

should show the PDOS of O states about 1000 times stronger40

than that of In. Thus, we can assign the LEIPS onset structure41

to the PDOS of O states.42

C. Occupied in-gap states43

Figure 3(a) shows occupied in-gap states obtained through44

HAXPES. The upper and bottom figures are in linear and log45

scales, respectively. The background level was subtracted for46

the HAXPES spectrum to make intensity from −0.5 to −147

eV (empty states region) zero. Two in-gap states were ob-48

served. One is widely distributed with high intensity near49

VBM (3–1.5 eV), so-called near-VBM states. Tail states are50

not observed because near-VBM states with high intensity51

bury them. The lineshape of near-VBM states is in line with52

previous findings on a film with similar Hall mobility and53

electron concentration77 and high-quality films with Hall mo-54

bility at 2–3 times higher than our sample42,77 in the previous55

(a)

(d)

(c)

(b)

FIG. 3. Occupied in-gap states obtained through (a) HAXPES, (b)
SR-HSUPS, and (c) CFS-YS connected with HeI-UPS. Upper and
bottom figures are linear and log scale, respectively. (d) Calculated
in-gaps states in literature(*)79, (**)16, and (***)80. The zero set at
VBM energy position.
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7

works. The other is localized near EF (from 1 to −0.2 eV), 1

so-called the near-CBM states. 2

Figures 3 (b) and (c) reveal SR-HSUPS and CFS-YS over- 3

lapped with the HeI-UPS spectrum, respectively. The back- 4

ground level was subtracted for the SR-HSUPS to make in- 5

tensity from −0.5 to −1 eV (empty states region) zero. Near- 6

VBM states are observed through SR-HSUPS and CFS-YS as 7

well as the HAXPES. 8

The spectra lineshape and intensity of Near-CBM states 9

are different among HAXPES, SR-HSUPS, and CFS-YS. In 10

HAXPES, near-CBM states are observed as a peak shape. The 11

near-CBM states intensity of the SR-HSUPS is less than that 12

of HAXPES. In the CFS-YS measurements, the near-CBM 13

states completely disappear. The origin of near-VBM and 14

CBM states will be discussed in III E. 15

D. Effect of light irradiation on electronic states 16

We examined the effect of light irradiation on the electronic 17

states of the a-IGZO through CFS-YS measurements because 18

IS and NBIS cause considerable device instability in TFTs 19

based on a-IGZO. The CFS-YS spectrum depicted as red tri- 20

angles in Fig. 4 (a) is the first scan for the fresh sample. The 21

horizontal axis is binding energy from the vacuum level (EV
B ). 22

In Fig. 4(a), the EF position was determined by the work func- 23

tion. The EF positions are indicated as the arrows in the same 24

color as the CFS-YS spectra. 25

After the first scan CFS-YS, the EF position shifts from 4.32 26

(red arrow) to 4.23 eV (pink arrow). Therefore, CFS-YS was 27

performed again to check the changing distribution of in-gap 28

states. The intensity of the second scan CFS-YS increases 29

in the near EF region (EV
B = 4.8–4 eV) without any change 30

in the near-VBM region (EV
B = 8–5 eV). The newly created 31

electronic states due to light irradiation are called “extra in- 32

gap states” in this article. The intensity of extra in-gap states 33

at the third scan increases more than that at the second scan, 34

but the EF position does not change. After the third scan, the 35

CFS-YS lineshape and the EF position do not change. 36

Next, the sample was exposed to light irradiation stress 37

at hν = 4.06 eV for 50 min using another Xe light source 38

through the bandpass filter. The photon flux of this light irradi- 39

ation stress was estimated to be around 1015 cm−2s−1, which 40

is approximately more than 1000 times higher than that of the 41

excitation light during CFS-YS and HS-UPS measurements. 42

The kinetic energy distribution of photoelectrons during light 43

irradiation stress at hν = 4.06 eV was measured. Fig. 4(b) 44

displays the observed UPS spectra averaged every 5 min, and 45

Fig. 4(c) plots the work function and the UPS intensity at the 46

peak as a function of the light irradiation time. During light 47

irradiation stress at hν = 4.06 eV, the work function changes 48

from 4.23 to 4.0 eV, and the peak intensity increases by ap- 49

proximately 25 times. UPS results reveal that the change in 50

electronic states depends on the light irradiation time. After 51

the light irradiation stress at hν = 4.06 eV was turned off, 52

CFS-YS was then performed. The CFS-YS detects extra in- 53

gap states in the region at EV
B > 3.7 eV. The EF position is 54

EV
B = 4.0 eV (yellow arrow) and the CFS-YS intensity of ex- 55

(a)

(b)

(d) (e)

(c)

FIG. 4. (a) Change in the electronic states due to light irradiation ob-
served by CFS-YS measurements. The horizontal axis is the binding
energy from the vacuum level. EF position is indicated as the arrow
in the same color as the CFS-YS spectrum. (b) UPS spectra during
the light irradiation stress at hν = 4.06 eV for 50 min. (c) The trends
of peak intensity and work function in (b). (d) UPS spectra during
the white light irradiation stress (hν = 1.9–4.6 eV) for 50 min. (e)
The trends of peak intensity and work function in (d).

tra in-gap states at EV
B = 3.9 eV is approximately 25 times as 56

much as that before light irradiation stress, which is quanti- 57

tatively consistent with the change of the UPS spectra in Fig 58

4(c). 59

The sample was exposed to white light irradiation stress 60

without any bandpass filters to accelerate photo-degradation. 61

The light included photons at hν = 1.9–4.6 eV. Photon flux 62

was estimated to be approximately 1017 cm−2s−1. Fig. 4(d) 63

displays UPS spectra averaged every 5 min during white light 64

irradiation stress. Because white light contains photons at 65

hν = 1.9–4.6 eV, UPS spectra during white light irradiation 66

stress broaden more than that during light irradiation stress at 67

hν = 4.06 eV. Fig. 4(e) shows the plot of UPS intensity at the 68

peak and work function during white light irradiation stress as 69
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8

a function of irradiation time. The peak intensity is saturated1

for approximately 35 min. The work function decreases from2

4.0 to 3.87 eV. After the white light irradiation, the EF position3

is at EV
B = 3.87 eV (green arrow) and the CFS-YS intensity4

of extra in-gap states at EV
B = 4.3 eV increases two times as5

much as that before white light irradiation, corresponding to6

the change of the UPS spectra in Fig. 4(e).7

Extra in-gap states produced by light irradiation stress do8

not exhibit any change after 8 h from white light irradiation9

stress and the EF position remains at EV
B = 3.93 eV, indicating10

that these changes in electronic states due to light irradiation11

stress are irreversible. The origin of these changes due to light12

irradiation stress will be discussed in the next section.13

E. Landscape of electronic states14

Lo
g(

D
O

S
)

Binding Energy (eV)

Near-VBM states

Near-CBM states
(Extra in-gap states)

V. L.

Valence Band

Conduction Band

FIG. 5. Landscape of the electronic states of the VB, in-gap states,
and the CB determined by the CFS-YS, HAXPES, SR-HSUPS, and
deconvoluted LEIPS in the log scale. Here, the EF is indicated as
the arrow in the same color as the spectrum. CFS-YS observes the
DOS of in-gap states without sample damage due to light irradiation.
Occupied in-gap states, which are estimated by traditional Urbach
energy of photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) at hν = 2.8–3
eV, differs from PES results. DOS of occupied in-gap states, which
are estimated by PDS at hν = 2.2–2.7 eV, is roughly consistent with
SR-HSUPS and CFS-YS after white light irradiation stress.

In this section, by comparing the results of LEIPS, HAX-15

PES, SR-HSUPS, and CFS-YS, we will provide a reliable16

DOS landscape of in-gap states including the VB and CB17

edges. The origin of the in-gap states will be discussed. Then,18

we will comment on the advantages and disadvantages of each19

PES technique.20

Figure 5 displays the DOS landscape of a-IGZO in log21

scale. Because we reveals in Sec. III D that light irradia-22

tion stress results in shifting EF to the vacuum level side, the23

horizontal axis is the binding energy from the vacuum level24

(EV
B ) to eliminate the shift of EF due to light irradiation of25

each measurement. The SR-HSUPS (hν = 10.5 eV) was con-26

nected with the SR-UPS (hν = 28 eV) by overlapping around27

the VBM region. CFS-YS spectra, performed on the fresh28

sample and the sample after white light irradiation stress, are29

plotted. The energy positions of HAXPES and SR-HSUPS30

were calibrated to ensure that their VB region matches the31

HeI-UPS. Their intensities were normalized in the VB. The32

ionization potential is determined to be 7.55 eV by the HeI-33

UPS spectrum onset in linear scale, which is in the range of34

the reported value from 7.2 to 8.25 eV45,81,82.35

Focusing on the region of EV
B > 5.5 eV, CFS-YS, SR-36

HSUPS, and HAXPES observes near-VBM states. From the37

comparison of PES results and theoretical calculations, we38

discuss the origin of the near-VBM states. Fig. 3 (d) displays39

the results in reported calculations16,79,83. The VBM energy40

position is set at 0.0 eV.41

A possible origin of near-VBM states is oxygen vacancies42

(VO). In calculation 1 by Köener et al.79, oxygen-lacking43

samples were obtained by removing a single O atom from44

each equilibrated stoichiometric amorphous supercell, result-45

ing in a metal−metal defects (M–M defects). This is char-46

acterized by a metal atom and its adjacent atoms which are47

directly connected without any oxygen bonds. In–Zn, Ga–Zn,48

In–Ga–Zn, and 3In+1In defects are widely distributed as oc-49

cupied in-gap states of VO for each sample. In calculation 250

by Meux et al.16, M–M defects form occupied in-gap state in51

the lower band gap for each calculated model, which was ob-52

tained by removing (or strongly displacing) an oxygen atom53

from stoichiometric atomic models. Other calculations83,84
54

agreed that VO is the origin of occupied in-gap states, which55

is located around 1 eV from the VBM energy position.56

Besides VO, other origins of occupied in-gap states have57

been reported in literature. In calculation 3 by Robertson et58

al.80, in the case of adding one interstitial O into a supersell59

of a-IGZO, the PDOS of peroxide defect (O–O state) pro-60

vides a defect state in the gap just above the VBM. In the61

case of adding one interstitial O and two H close to this O,62

O2- gave defect states near VBM. Calculation 1 by Köener63

et al.79 argued that the In-Zn defects decrease energy with H64

doping, and the occupied in-gap states near VBM due to H65

is visible. Some literature84,85 revealed that hydrogen bonds66

with other elements become an occupied in-gap state near67

VBM. Calculation 1 also suggested that the occupied in-gap68

state approximately 0.5 eV away from VBM is attributed to69

undercoodinated-O.70

Judging from the energy width and position, near-VBM71

states observed by PESs cannot be identified as the specific72

origin as mentioned, VO, undercoodinated-O, O–O state, O2−
73

state, and H-related defect. The energy width of near-VBM74

states observed by PESs is clearly broader than that of in-gap75

states obtained by theoretical calculations. This discrepancy76
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9

must result from statistical differences. The theoretical cal- 1

culations use a supercell missing or adding several atoms al- 2

though a realistic a-IGZO thin film contains many types of de- 3

fects. Therefore, in-gap states observed by PESs are expected 4

to be statistically averaged. Besides, calculation 1 revealed 5

that the energy positions of Ga–Zn defect differ by more than 6

0.5 eV for each sample, indicating that the energy position of a 7

defect level is not only determined by the species and number 8

of metal atoms directly involved but also by the whole local 9

arrangement around missing oxygen atoms79. Extending the 10

size of a supercell and containing more defects are required 11

to compare near-VBM states observed by PESs with calcula- 12

tions. 13

Focusing on the region of EV
B < 5.5 eV, PES lineshapes dif- 14

fer for each measurement. Near-CBM states are observed by 15

SR-HSUPS and HAXPES measurements, whereas CFS-YS 16

do not observe them. In SR-HSUPS and HAXPES, photo- 17

electrons are observed even below the EF for the fresh sam- 18

ple (EV
B < 4.32 eV). After white light irradiation stress in the 19

photo-degradation experiments in Fig. 4, The EF position is 20

shifted from 4.32 eV (red arrow) to 3.87 eV (green arrow), 21

which is around the EF in the SR-HSUPS (blue arrow) and 22

HAXPES spectra (grey arrow). The CFS-YS lineshape after 23

white light irradiation stress resembles the SR-HSUPS line- 24

shape due to the creation of the extra in-gap states. 25

Here, let us discuss the origin of the changing of electronic 26

states due to light irradiation stress in CFS-YS measurements 27

in Fig. 4. The OVI model can be one of the explanations for 28

this change of electronic states due to light irradiation stress. 29

Previous studies suggested that when VO is ionized to V2+
O , 30

the atoms around VO relax considerably to result in metastable 31

shallow donors86,87. Noh et al. performed molecular dy- 32

namics simulations within the first principle calculation for 33

the structural relaxation when V2+
O captures two electrons87. 34

They revealed that V2+
O defects do not return to VO defects 35

even at annealing temperatures of 500–600◦C, becoming shal- 36

low donors. In our case, the photon energy of light irradiation 37

stress (hν = 4.06 eV or 1.9–4.6 eV) is sufficient to ionize VO 38

to V2+
O due to the transition from VO to the CB. In addition, 39

extra in-gap states did not exhibit any change and the EF po- 40

sition still remained shifted after 8 h from white light irradi- 41

ation stress (Fig. 4). Therefore, the extra in-gap states can 42

be ascribed to V2+
O . Because V2+

O is the metastable donor, the 43

creation of V2+
O results in the EF position to the vacuum level 44

side. 45

The metastable peroxide defect ((O–O)2−) can be another 46

metastable donor created by light irradiation. Nahm et al. re- 47

vealed that holes photo-excited by UV and visible light cre- 48

ate a metastable peroxide defect (O–O)2− whose two elec- 49

trons occupy CB and result in a shift of the EF to the vacuum 50

level side14. They calculated an energy barrier to be 0.97 eV 51

from the metastable state ((O–O)2−) to the initial state (2O2−). 52

Meux et al. reported that the recovery energy barriers from a 53

peroxide defect to an initial state are in the range from 0.84 to 54

1.23 eV15. Robertson et al. revealed that oxygen interstitials, 55

present to compensate hydrogen donors, allow metastable (O– 56

O)2− state due to light irradiation. This can lead to persis- 57

tent photoconductivity with an energy barrier for the transition 58

from the meta-stable donor state to the ground state80. There- 59

fore, extra in-gap states can be ascribed to not only V2+
O but 60

also (O–O)2−. 61

Another possible origin can be the photo-desorption of 62

oxygen-related species, which is proposed as a mechanism of 63

device instability due to IS and NBIS. In this mechanism6,8, 64

first, oxygen adsorbed on the surface attracts electrons and in- 65

duces upward band bending near the surface, O2 (gas) + e− 66

= O−
2 (solid). Under light irradiation, holes made by photo- 67

excitation promote the photo-desorption of oxygen-related 68

species, O−
2 (solid) + h+ = O2 (gas), which negatively shifts 69

the subthreshold voltage in a-IGZO TFTs. Applying this 70

mechanism to our results reveals that light irradiation may in- 71

duce the photo-desorption reaction to cancel band bending, 72

leading to the shift of EF position to the vacuum level side. 73

The extra in-gap states may be attributed to states due to the 74

photo-desorption of oxygen-related species. 75

Next, we discuss the origin of near-CBM states observed 76

by SR-HSUPS in Fig. 5. Because the lineshape of the SR- 77

HSUPS spectrum resembles that of the CFS-YS spectrum af- 78

ter light irradiation stress, the near-CBM states observed in 79

the SR-HSUPS should be ascribed to metastable donor states 80

(V2+
O or (O–O)2−) or electrons due to photodesorption of 81

oxygen-related species. Because metastable donor states are 82

created by the photoexcitation from occupied in-gap states to 83

empty states, photon energy and photon flux of excitation light 84

in SR-HSUPS are qualitatively high and intense enough to 85

create metastable donor states, respectively. Photon energy 86

differed between the measurement light of SR-HSUPS and 87

light irradiation stress, but photon flux is dominant in creat- 88

ing metastable donor states. Creating metastable donors and 89

causing photodesorption of oxygen-related species due to ex- 90

citation light of SR-HSUPS result in the shift of the EF posi- 91

tion to the vacuum level side. As a result, VBM energy from 92

EF determined by SR-HSUPS is 0.4 eV larger than the VBM 93

energy determined by CFS-YS in Sec. III A. 94

The intensity of near-CBM states observed through HAX- 95

PES at EV
B = 3.8–5 eV is approximately 100 times stronger 96

than those through CFS-YS after white light irradiation and 97

SR-HSUPS. It is unclear why the intensity of near-CBM states 98

obtained by HAXPES is the highest among PESs, but the 99

results can agree with the suggestion that near-CBM states 100

in HAXPES are metastable states created by high-energy 101

photons41 for the following two reasons. (i) Hard X-ray ir- 102

radiation can generate many holes in occupied in-gap states, 103

as in the case of UV irradiation. (ii) The energy region of the 104

near-CBM states observed by HAXPES is the same as that by 105

SR-HSUPS. 106

As another interpretation of near-CBM states, band-filling 107

is considered. Here, the deconvoluted LEIPS spectrum is po- 108

sitioned by aligning the EF position of the LEIPS and CFS-YS 109

spectrum. Note that the CFS-YS spectrum is that for the fresh 110

sample. Here, the difference in the work function between 111

the CFS-YS and LEIPS spectrum is within the experimental 112

error as follows. The work function of the LEIPS spectrum 113

is determined to be 4.2 eV by the peak energy of the first 114

derivative of the LEET spectrum in LEIPS. The work func- 115

tion of the CFS-YS spectrum is obtained to be 4.32 eV by the 116
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SECO of the HS-UPS spectrum just before the CFS-YS mea-1

surement for the fresh sample. Since the total energy error2

in the determination of the EF from the metal substrate and3

the vacuum level from the a-IGZO film is ±0.1 eV for each4

measurement, the energy error of the VB placement with re-5

spect to the CB is ±0.15 eV. The EF positions of the CFS-YS6

spectrum after white light irradiation stress, HAXPES, and7

SR-HSUPS spectra are located shallower than the CBM po-8

sition (EV
B = 4.05 eV) determined by LEIPS. Therefore, cre-9

ating metastable donors and/or causing photo-desorption of10

oxygen-related species by intense light irradiation results in11

the shifts of EF into the CB, and then the band-filling should12

occur in a part of the CB bottom.13

Next, we comment on the advantages and disadvantages14

of PES techniques. In principle, the probing depth of CFS-15

YS, SR-HSUPS and HAXPES are almost the same, a few nm16

or more48,57. Therefore, the fact that near-VBM states are17

observed among HAXPES, SR-HSUPS and CFS-YS agrees18

with previous studies which revealed that the near-VBM states19

concentrate in the surface region41.20

From the viewpoint of photoionization cross-section, HAX-21

PES and SR/HeI-UPS are complementary methods: UPS can22

strongly detect the PDOS of O and Zn states, and HAXPES23

can strongly detect the PDOS of In and Ga states. Referring24

to the VB, because most of VB is dominated by the PDOS25

of O states for most oxides, UPS can be an effective method26

for investigating the total DOS of the VB in oxides (Fig. 1).27

Referring to the near-VBM states, although the origin of near-28

VBM states is not identified, it is interesting that the lineshape29

and intensity of near-VBM states are similar among the CFS-30

YS, SR-HSUPS, and HAXPES spectra (Fig. 5). This phe-31

nomenon indicates that the PDOS of each atomic orbital may32

be comparable in near-VBM states. According to the calcu-33

lated PDOS of VO in the literature83, the PDOS of O, Zn, and34

In states are comparable in VO, which is consistent with our35

results. With more information on the PDOS of in-gap states36

becoming available by calculations, comparing PESs and cal-37

culations will deepen the understanding of the in-gap states.38

We comment on sample damage caused by the measure-39

ment light of PESs and the dynamic range of detected DOS40

of occupied in-gap states. CFS-YS successfully determines41

the DOS of occupied in-gap states without sample damage us-42

ing low-energy and low-flux photons compared to other meth-43

ods. The dynamic range of detected DOS of occupied in-gap44

states is approximately six orders of magnitude in CFS-YS.45

Near-VBM and CBM states are observed in HAXPES and46

SR-HSUPS measurements. But near-CBM states are most47

likely not intrinsic states of undamaged a-IGZO and are de-48

rived from the intense light irradiation of SR in measurements.49

Creating large DOS of near-CBM states due to measurement50

lights limits dynamic range of detected DOS of occupied in-51

gap states by only two orders of magnitude in HAXPES. We52

emphasize that CFS-YS is a useful method to determine the53

DOS of occupied in-gap states of the samples that are sensitive54

to light irradiation. Future studies on the in-gap states of a-55

IGZO should refer to the intrinsic DOS obtained by CFS-YS.56

Also, in-gap states have been reported in other oxides6,12,58–66,57

as in the case of a-IGZO. CFS-YS will widely contribute to58

understanding the electronic states of these materials.59

From the perspective of device applications, it is no-60

table that CFS-YS can directly observe the changes in in-61

gap states due to light irradiation stress by using low-energy62

and low-flux photons. Previous studies have suggested that63

the metastable donors (V2+
O

1–3,6,9–13 or (O–O)2−12,14–17) or64

photo-desorption of oxygen-related species6,8 result in the in-65

stability issue of TFTs under IS and NBIS. In CFS-YS exper-66

iments in Fig. 4, the photon flux of light irradiation stress at67

hν = 4.06 eV is approximately the same as that of the light68

irradiation of IS13 and NBIS5 in the literature. The change69

in electronic states due to light irradiation stress observed by70

CFS-YS qualitatively agrees with the above instability mech-71

anisms due to NBIS and IS. Also, Mativenga et al. proposed72

that the photo-degradation of TFTs mainly occurs within a73

few nm of the surface1. CFS-YS can detect the electronic74

states in that region. Furthermore, in the case of a-IGZO, Lee75

et al. suggested that the metastable donor results in persis-76

tent photoconductivity (PPC), which is the prolonged decay77

photoresponses with time constants > 103 s88. Extra in-gap78

states observed by CFS-YS may be related to PPC. CFS-YS79

experiments will directly elucidate PPC and instability mech-80

anisms by investigating the relationship between changes in81

electronic states and device performances due to light irradia-82

tion. For example, to identify the origin of extra in-gap states,83

it is important to perform CFS-YS measurements after re-84

annealing the sample or irradiating it with a low-energy elec-85

tron beam to recover the initial sample conditions as future86

efforts. It is also a good strategy to grow a crystalline phase87

of the film and try a local identification of the defects stud-88

ied by scanning probe microscope techniques. Furthermore,89

TFTs based on other transparent oxide semiconductors6,12,66
90

have faced on same instability issue due to IS and NBIS. Uti-91

lizing CFS-YS will widely contribute to the improvement of92

devices using transparent oxide semiconductors.93

F. Optical absorption and simulation94

In this section, we discuss how the DOS of occupied in-gap95

states should be deduced by using the optical absorption spec-96

trum. Figure 6 (a) displays the optical absorption spectrum97

that is made by overlapping the results of PDS and ellipsome-98

try. The Tauc plot determines the optical band gap to be 3.2499

eV. This value is consistent with that of a sample with similar100

Hall mobility and concentration in the literature77.101

In the literature, the lineshape at hν = 2.8–3.0 eV is as-102

cribed to the Urbach tail23,35,83 and the DOS lineshape of oc-103

cupied in-gap states is estimated by substituting Eu at hν =104

2.8–3.0 eV for E0v
23,35. In this study, Eu is determined to be105

0.11 eV by the PDS spectrum in log scale (Fig. 6(b)), corre-106

sponding to the value of literature23,35,83. By following previ-107

ous works23,35, the DOS lineshape is deduced by substituting108

Eu for E0v (Fig. 5). But, the DOS lineshape estimated by109

Eu differs from that directly determined by other PES results110

(Fig. 5). We find that the DOS lineshape of occupied in-gap111

states cannot be estimated by substituting Eu for E0v in the112

case of a-IGZO. Although we have no imformation of E0v of113
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FIG. 6. (a) Absorption spectrum constructed from ellipsometry and
PDS results (empty grey circle) in the left axis. The value of

√
αhν

was plotted at the right axis as the Tauc plot (solid red diamond). (b)
PDS spectrum in the low hν region on the semi-log scale.

the CFS-YS spectrum in this sample, note that the DOS line- 1

shape estimated by Eu can be directly compared with the DOS 2

lineshapes determined by PESs since α is expressed by joint 3

DOS (Eq. (1)). 4

We have another option to deduce the DOS curve of occu- 5

pied in-gap states by using the lineshape at hν = 2.2–2.7 eV 6

in the PDS spectrum. In this article, the PDS spectrum of this 7

region is called “exponential tail” to distinguish it from the 8

Urbach tail. Note that the region at hν < 2.1 eV is the back- 9

ground. The slope of this exponential tail is 0.405 eV. In this 10

study, this slope is denoted as E∗
u to distinguish it from the Eu. 11

The DOS distribution of occupied in-gap states is estimated by 12

substituting E∗
u for E0v in Fig. 5. We reveal that it is consistent 13

with the DOS curves directly determined by SR-HSUPS and 14

CFS-YS. Note that CFS-YS indicates the measurement after 15

white light irradiation stress. The a-IGZO film is expected to 16

be not free from photo-degradation in the PDS measurement 17

because the photon flux of excitation light in PDS was roughly 18

estimated to be 1015 to 1016 cm-2s-1. 19

To discuss the validity of deducing the DOS lineshape of 20

occupied in-gap states by assuming Eu or E∗
u as E0v, the PDS 21

spectrum was simulated according to Eq. (1). Di was obtained 22

by the CFS-YS spectrum after white light irradiation stress 23

shown as Fig. 7(a). Df was obtained by the deconvoluted 24

LEIPS spectrum. Di and Df were normalized by comparison 25

with the theoretical calculated DOS39. In the calculation of 26

Eq. (1), the EF was assumed to be that for the fresh sample in 27

Transition 4
Transition 3

Transition 4
Transition 3

Transition 2

VBM EF CBM

Transition 2

FIG. 7. (a) Density of states (DOS) used to calculate the α spec-
trum. EF for the fresh sample was set at 0.0 eV. The occupied DOS
was determined through CFS-YS after white light irradiation stress
in Fig. 5. The CB was determined from the deconvoluted LEIPS
spectrum. Empty in-gap states were assumed to consist of two tail
states. The slope parameters are 0.04 and 0.44 eV. (b) Comparison
between the PDS and the simulation by calculation of multiplying
joint DOS and photon energy using measured DOS in (a). This cal-
culation was under the assumption that |Mfi|2 was constant. Transi-
tion 1–4 indicates the transition from occupied in-gap states to empty
in-gap states, from the VB to empty in-gap states, from occupied in-
gap states to the CB, and from the VB to CB. (c) The simulation
was performed under the assumption that the transition probability,
|Mfi|2, was a different constant for each transition 1–4 in (b).

the Fig. 4, and Di under EF was excluded because the transi- 28

tion from the extra in-gap states under EF to the empty states 29

did not affect the PDS spectral analysis above 2 eV. Empty 30

in-gap states were assumed to be two tail states, referring to 31

the literature17. The slope parameters of added tail states were 32

0.04 and 0.44 eV, and Df was connected with Di at EF. In Fig. 33
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7(a), CBM was assumed to be at EF
B = −0.26 eV. VBM was1

assumed to be at EF
B = 2.8 eV, where the slopes of the DOS2

curve were changed in the log scale.3

Figure 7(b) presents a comparison of the measurement and4

a simulation. The simulation spectrum calculated by convo-5

lution of Di and Df can not reproduce the lineshape of the6

measurement. The simulation spectrum is divided into four7

transitions from occupied in-gap states to empty in-gap states8

(transition 1), from occupied in-gap states to the CB (tran-9

sition 2), from the VB to empty in-gap states (transition 3),10

and from the VB to CB (transition 4). The intensity of tran-11

sition 2 is considerably higher than transitions 3 and 4, which12

is unnatural. This result should be attributed to |Mfi|2 effect.13

|Mfi|2 must be different among transitions 1–4 because the14

wave functions of the VB top, CB bottom, and in-gap states15

are different. Actually, in the case of a-Si, |Mfi|2 depends on16

the excitation photon energy70.17

The simulation was performed again, assuming that |Mfi|218

for transitions 1–4 was a different constant as a rough approx-19

imation, which is shown in Fig. 7(c). Transitions 3 and 420

were multiplied by 2586 and 58, respectively. The simula-21

tion spectrum reproduces the measurement at hν = 2.2–4 eV.22

In the region at hν = 2.2–2.8 eV and hν = 2.8–3 eV, transi-23

tions 2 and 3 are the primary components, respectively. This24

indicates that (i) the lineshape of the Urbach tail (hν = 2.8–25

3.0 eV) does not reflect the DOS lineshape of occupied in-gap26

states (transition 2) but rather that of empty in-gap states (tran-27

sition 3), and (ii) the exponential tail at hν = 2.2–2.7 eV is28

ascribed to transition 2. Thus, the DOS lineshape deduced by29

E∗
u more correctly reflects that of occupied in-gap states than30

that deduced by Eu.31

We discuss that the slope of the Urbach tail at 2.8–3.0 eV32

coincides with the slope of the DOS of CFS-YS for the fresh33

sample at EV
B = 4.5–5.5 eV in Fig. 5. It is a coincidence34

because occupied DOS at EV
B = 4.5–5.5 eV mainly results in35

the absorption spectrum at hν = 0.2–1.5 eV.36

Note that this absorption simulation includes the following37

possible errors. (i) Because of the difference of photon en-38

ergy and photon flux in each measurement, the Di determined39

by CFS-YS after white light irradiation stress may not com-40

pletely reflect the Di in PDS measurement. (ii) The probing41

depth may differ: CFS-YS and LEIPS mainly probe electronic42

states within several nm from the surface, and PDS observes43

absorption in the bulk. (iii) The energy error of the occupied44

DOS placement with respect to the empty DOS is ±0.15 eV.45

But, this energy error does not significantly affect the con-46

clusion that the exponential tail at hν = 2.2–2.7 eV in the47

PDS spectrum reflects the DOS lineshape of occupied in-gap48

states because the slope of transition 2 does not change much49

at hν > 2 eV.50

We attempted to determine the DOS of empty in-gap states.51

In principle, deconvolution of the absorption spectrum and the52

DOS can determine it because PES methods have already de-53

termined the DOS except empty in-gap states. However, as54

shown in Fig. 7(b)(c), the |Mfi|2 for each transition differs55

considerably, the DOS of empty in-gap states could not be56

determined.57

IV. CONCLUSION58

We examined the electronic states of the a-IGZO thin film59

using several spectroscopic techniques to provide the land-60

scape of the reliable DOS of the VB, CB, and occupied in-gap61

states.62

The CB was determined by LEIPS, which has a high en-63

ergy resolution and low sample damage. We can obtain the64

DOS curve consistent with the calculated DOS obtained by65

first-principles calculation. We reveal that LEIPS is useful for66

obtaining the DOS of the CB of a-IGZO.67

The DOS of occupied in-gap states is accurately determined68

without sample damage through CFS-YS measurement. We69

reveal that the excitation light of SR in SR-(HS)UPS and70

HAXPES measurements causes the sample damage: the cre-71

ation of extra in-gap states and the shift of EF into the CB.72

Near-CBM states reported in previous HAXPES works41,42
73

are most likely not intrinsic electronic states of undamaged a-74

IGZO. We demonstrate that CFS-YS can become the standard75

method for directly and accurately obtaining the DOS of the76

samples that are sensitive to irradiation light, such as a-IGZO.77

In-gap states of a-IGZO should be discussed based on the in-78

trinsic DOS obtained by CFS-YS.79

CFS-YS directly observes the creation of extra in-gap states80

around EF and the shift of EF into the CB with light irradia-81

tion stress. These electronic state changes remain even 8 h82

after the light radiation stress. Judging from these facts, extra83

in-gap states (near-CBM states) should derive from metastable84

donors (V2+
O and/or (O–O)2−), states due to photo-desorption85

of oxygen-related species, or states due to electrons accu-86

mulated in the CB bottom (band-filling effect). These states87

should be related to persistent photocurrent and device insta-88

bilities due to NBIS and IS. These phenomena are widely89

reported in devices made by transparent amorphous oxide90

semiconductors, and utilizing CFS-YS will contribute to the91

improvement of devices using transparent amorphous oxide92

semiconductors.93

The PDS spectrum is interpreted by the simulation based94

on measured DOS and indicates that (i) the Urbach tail (the95

PDS spectrum at hν = 2.8–3.0 eV) should reflect the transi-96

tion of empty in-gap states rather than that of occupied in-gap97

states, and (ii) the PDS lineshape in the energy region below98

the region of the Urbach tail is derived from the transition of99

occupied in-gap states and roughly reflects the DOS lineshape100

of occupied in-gap states.101
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